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Abstract
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is currently widely used for the numerical so-
lution of boundary value problems defined by Partial Differential Equations. It has
been successfully applied in many areas of applied sciences and engineering. Nev-
ertheless, standard FEM are not well suited for some applications such as problems
with moving boundaries or interfaces. In those problems standard FEM requires
the mesh to be adapted to the interface or moving boundary, requiring continuous
remeshing as time evolves, leading to high computational cost and lost of accuracy
due to the projection of the solution from one mesh to another.
eXtended Finite Elements (X-FEM) overcome this limitation. X-FEM is able to
handle interfaces and boundaries inside the finite elements, getting rid of the adap-
tation of the mesh. The computational mesh covers the domain and (1) the solution
is enriched to describe discontinuities inside the elements, (2) the numerical inte-
gration in each element is adapted to integrate only inside the domain. X-FEM
is currently a widely used technique for the solution of problems with cracks, two-
phase flow problems or problems with voids.
This work focuses on problems with voids. In this case no refinement is needed
and attention focuses on adapting the numerical integration. A computation mesh
including the domain and not adapted to the voids boundary is considered. A level
set function is used to define the interface corresponding to the voids boundaries.
Using the level set value at the nodes, elements are classified as: interior, in void
or cut by the interface (the void boundary). For interior elements standard FEM
integration is used, elements inside the void are not considered for integration and
a special numerical quadrature is defined for elements cut by the interface. Each
element cut by the interface is split in subtriangles and a numerical quadrature is
considered for the subtriangles in the domain.
In this work an X-FEM code for voids has been developed from a standard FEM
code. The developed routines aim to be a library for the X-FEM solution of two-
phase flow problems.
Numerical tests demonstrate the applicability and optimal convergence of the method.
Keywords: Numerical methods for PDEs, X-FEM for voids, numerical integration, level
sets
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 1
1. Introduction and Motivation
Standard numerical methods like finite element method (FEM) are widely used for
solving boundary value problem (partial differential equations (PDE) with bound-
ary conditions). It uses variational methods (the Calculus of variations) to minimize
an error function and produce a stable solution. In standard FEM the domain is
split in element (triangle, quadrilateral, etc.) Figure 1(a) is an example of finite
element mesh.
(a) Standard FE; the mesh is adapted to the void
boundary
(b) X-FEM; the mesh is not adapted to the void
boundary
Fig. 1. how to discretize domain with a void
The mesh is adapted to fit the boundary or interior interfaces.
The basis of FEM is approximating the solution of the boundary value problems
with a piecewise polynomial function. That is, a polynomial in each element.
FEM is well-suited for the approximation of smooth solutions and it is numerically







Nevertheless, standard FEM is not well suited for some applications such as prob-
lems with moving boundaries or interfaces. In those problems standard FEM re-
quires the mesh to be adapted to the interface or moving boundary, requiring
continuous remeshing as time evolves, leading to high computational cost and lost
of accuracy due to the projection of the solution from one mesh to another, see [10]
Extended finite element method (X-FEM)[1] overcomes this limitation. It is a mod-
ification of the standard FEM to handle moving boundaries or interfaces without






That is, the mesh covers a computational domain that contains the actual domain
Ω, not adapting to interface Γ, or boundary. See, for instance, the example in
Figure 1(b). With X-FEM, (1) the solution is enriched to describe discontinuities
inside the elements, (2) the numerical integration in each element is adapted to
integrate only inside the domain.
X-FEM offers significant computational advantages while keeping optimal conver-
gence rates . X-FEM was firstly developed to deal with linear elastic fracture
mechanics, See figure 2.
(a) a typical crack [2]
(b) cracks for abaqus [3]
Fig. 2. examples of elastic fracture mechanics
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X-FEM, in cases like figure 2, allows modeling cracks with an incompatible mesh
through the introduction of discontinuous enrichment functions. X-FEM can ob-
tain optimal convergence rates by introducing tip enrichment functions from the
asymptotic crack tip displacement field.
Later, it is also used for general interface phenomena, e.g. in the framework of
multi-material problems[4], solidification[5], shear bands[6], dislocations[7], and
multi-field problems[8], See figure 3.
(a) Tan sloshing of two incompressible fluids.
The density and viscosity changes discontinuously
across the interface between the two fluids
(b) a rising bubble in an incompressible fluid; the
topology of the interface changes
Fig. 3. examples of two phase flow [2]
In all these applications, X-FEM, basically consists of: (1) an adapted numerical
adaption to integrate only in Ω and (2) an enriched interpolation to represent the
discontinuities or singularities.
This work will focus on X-FEM for voids. In this case no enrichment is required,
and the adapted numerical integration is the main issue.
The goal of this work is adapting a standard finite element code for the solution
of problems with voids, following the X-FEM philosophy, the developed routines
aim to be the basis for the numerical integration of an X-FEM code for material
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interfaces.
In the following section, we show the methodology of X-FEM. In Section 2 we
discuss how to get weak form of Poison problem and main idea of X-FEM. In Sec-
tion 3 we analyze the main difference of X-FEM and FEM when implementing
them. In Section 4 we apply X-FEM to 2 examples: one with an analytical solution
which is used to test the convergence and another without analytical solution, and
in Section 5 we present the conclusion.
2. Laplace Problem in a Domain with Void
2.1 Problem Statement
We consider the Poison problem:
−∆u = f in Ω(1)
∂u
∂n
= g on Γ(2)
u = ud on ∂Ω \ Γ(3)
where n is the unit external normal vector on ∂Ω; Γ is the Neumann boundary, in
this work, the boundary of the void; ∂Ω\Γ is the Dirichlet boundary of the domain;
and f, g, ud are given functions.
For simplicity, Neumann boundary conditions on Γ are considered here, but (2) and
(3) can be easily replaced by any other boundary condition.
There are several different cases for such a problem, as is shown in Figure 4.
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(a) example 1: square cut by a curve (b) example 2: square with many bub-
bles inside
(c) example 3: square with a void inside
Fig. 4. some examples for Laplace Problem (domain Ω in every
case is the blue part)
2.2 Weak Form
The weak form of (1)-(3) is:
find u ∈ Vud :
∫
Ω






gvdγ ∀v ∈ V(4)
having denoted by V the space [9]
V = H1∂Ω\Γ(Ω) = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v |∂Ω\Γ= 0},
and having set













Then (4) can be written as
find u ∈ Vud : a(u, v) = F (v) ∀v ∈ V
Given a finite element mesh, with element Ωe, with characteristic mesh size h, a
discritized space is defined:
Vh = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v|Ωe ∈ P p(Ωe)}
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where P p(Ωe) is the space of polynomials of degree less or equal to p in Ωe.
The approximate problem takes the form[9]
find uh ∈ Vh : a(uh, vh) = F (vh),∀vh ∈ Vh
denoting with {Ni, i = 1, 2, ..., N} a basis of Vh, corresponding to a mesh with N
nodes, and replacing u ≈ uh =∑Nj=1 ujNj , we will get:
N∑
j=1
uja(Nj , Ni) = F (Nj), j = 1, 2, ..., N












The solution of this linear equations give us the nodal values of the solution,u.
Numerically, to compute the integrals, we will compute in every small element, say







where n is the number of elements.
Fig. 5. an element Ωe, with node numbered 1,7,8
Let’s see how to compute in an element. Take the element Ωe in figure 5 as an
example.
We will get a matrix, say Ke ∈ R3×3, about Kij , see figure 6.
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Fig. 6. matrix Ke = [Kij ]
And we will assembly Ke in K to get the final result. The idea is to sum every Kij
that we compute in every element, see figure 7.
Fig. 7. Global matrix K = [Kij ]
The F is assembled similarly.
2.3 Basics on X-FEM
Level set is widely used in X-FEM to define the interfaces.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of level set function
Figure 8 illustrates some important ideas about the level set method.[11] In the
upper-left corner we see a shape: that is, a bounded region with a well-behaved
boundary. Below it, the red surface is the graph of a level set function ϕ determining
this shape, and the flat blue region represents the x − y plane. The boundary of
the shape is then the zero level set of ϕ, while the shape itself is the set of points in
the plane for which ϕ is positive (interior of the shape) or zero (at the boundary).
In 2 dimensions,the level set method aims to represent a curve Γ (such as the
shape boundary in our example) using an auxiliary function ϕ, called the level set
function. Γ is represented as the zero level set of ϕ by
Γ = {(x, y) ∈ R2|ϕ(x, y) = 0},
The level set method manipulates Γ implicitly, through the function ϕ. ϕ is assumed
to take positive values in Ω and negative values in the void.
As usual in X-FEM computations, here the level set function ϕ is assumed to be





where Ni are the standard FEM shape functions, and N is the number of FEM
nodes in the computational mesh. The nodal values of the level set function ϕi may
correspond, for instance, to the signed distance of the i-th node to the interface Γ.
Fig. 9. cut element
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With level set function, we can separate all elements into 3 cases: element in
domain (if ϕ > 0 for every node in Ωi); element in void (if ϕ < 0 for every
node in Ωi);element cut by boundary Γ (if ∃ two nodes (ps, pt) in Ω, such that
ϕ(ps) · ϕ(pt) < 0).
Those elements in domain are treated as standard FE. For elements Ωi cut by the
interface Γ, a particular numerical integration must be considered to integrate only
in the domain interior, that is Ωi
⋂
Ω
(a) a cut element (b) 3 triangles in the cut element
Fig. 10. Modification of Numerical Integration in Cut Elements
As is shown in figure 10, we will find the two star points (left figure) which are
intersections of interface Γ and edge of the cut element. Then we will separate this
one cut element into 3 (right hand figure). The idea of X-FEM is to integrate only
in the 1(or 2) triangle(s) that is in domain Ω. And it’s important to note that only
the numerical integration is adopted, but the FE approximation is kept. That is,
the 3 nodes in a cut element are all kept as degrees of freedom, with the standard
shape or basis functions. So degree of freedom is 3.
2.4 Numerical Integration in X-FEM
Firstly we will recall the basics of numerical integration in FEM.
2.4.1 Gauss Integration for Standard FEM
The numerical integration method widely used in FEM is ”Gauss integration method”.
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Fig. 11. Example of Gauss Integration method
In numerical analysis, a quadrature rule is an approximation of the definite integral
of a function, usually stated as a weighted sum of function values at specified
points within the domain of integration. An n-point Gaussian quadrature rule is
a quadrature rule constructed to yield an exact result for polynomials of degree
2g − 1 or less by suitable choice of the points xi and weights ωi for i=1,...,g. The
domain of integration for such a rule in 1-D is conventionally taken as [-1,1],so the






The stared points in Figure 11 are ”Gauss points”.
Analogously, numerical quadrature can be found for triangles.[13]
In the case of triangles, numerical quadratures are given in the so-called ”reference
element” and a transformation is used to integrate at any element Ωi. Here the
reference element, I, has vertexes (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0).
(a) an element in domain ωi (b) the reference element I
Fig. 12. illustration of Gauss points for FEM
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As is shown in figure 12, to integrate in a triangular element Ωi (a), we will inte-
grate in a reference element I and then get the corresponding result for Ωi.
The transformation from I to Ωi is the so-called isoparametric transformation,
which in this case is a linear transformation.
We can directly get 3 gauss integration points (those 3 gray points) and correspond-
ing weights in such a reference triangle I. And then integrate in Ωi
Then an integral in Ωi can be computed as:∫
Ωi
F (x, y) dxdy =
∫
I
|Jφ|F (φ(ξ, η)) dξdη ≈
∑
g





Where (ξg,ηg) and ωg, g = 1, 2, 3, are the points and weights of the Gauss quadrature
in the reference element I, Jφ is the Jacobian of the isoparametric transformation
φ, and the induced quadrature in Ωi has points and weights (xg, yg) = φ(ξg, ηg)
and ωˆg = ωg|Jφ(ξg, ηg)|.
2.4.2 Numerical Integration at Cut Element
Generally there are 6 cases in the ”element cut by interface” situation. As is shown
in figure 13. The red line is the interface Γ, the lined part corresponds to in domain
part (ϕ > 0 for points in this region), and white part corresponds to not in domain
part (ϕ < 0 for points in this region).
(a) case 1 (b) case 2 (c) case 3
(d) case 4 (e) case 5 (f) case 6
Fig. 13. 6 cases for cut element
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How to distinguish the 6 cases numerically? It’s very easy when we have level set
function. In any element, we can have ϕ(xi) for i = 1, 2, 3.
case1. ϕ(x1) > 0, ϕ(x2) < 0, ϕ(x3) < 0;
case2. ϕ(x1) < 0, ϕ(x2) > 0, ϕ(x3) < 0;
case3. ϕ(x1) < 0, ϕ(x2) < 0, ϕ(x3) > 0;
case4. ϕ(x1) < 0, ϕ(x2) > 0, ϕ(x3) > 0;
case5. ϕ(x1) > 0, ϕ(x2) < 0, ϕ(x3) > 0;
case6. ϕ(x1) > 0, ϕ(x2) > 0, ϕ(x3) < 0
How to integrate in a cut element?
Integration methods for the 6 cases are very similar. Now I will take case 4 as an
example.
(a) a cut element Ωi (b) a cut reference element I
(c) a ”SuperReferenceElement” I′
Fig. 14. how to integrate the mesh numerically
The interface is considered to be a straight line in the element, because we are using
linear FEM.
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In Ωi, We know values of ϕ(xg),g = 1, 2, 3 for every node. And we can connect each
point in Ωi with points in I with connection function (xg, yg) = φ(ξg, ηg). Then I
will take ϕ(xg), g = 1, 2, 3 to be ψ(ξg, ηg), g = 1, 2, 3 in I, which means we can get
an analytical solution for ψ. The two intersection points in I then can be obtained
by making ψ = 0, which is the meaning of interface.
So we can ”put” all the three nodes (1,2,3) and two intersection points in Ωi into
the reference element I. Then we can use ”Gauss integration method” to integrate
in reference element.
We want to integrate only in Ω
⋂
Ωi. That is, we need a numerical quadrature
for Ω
⋂
Ωi. So that we can integrate in one or two triangles corresponding to
subtriangles with ϕ > 0.
For each subtriangle, we will use the following equation to integrate any function
N : ∫
T ′
N(x, y) dxdy =
∫
T








Where (ξ,η) and ωˆg are points and weights of Gauss quadrature in reference ele-
ment I; (x, y) and ωˇg are those of element in domain.
ωˇg = ωˆg|Jφ(ξg, ηg)|.
|Jφ(ξg, ηg)| is Jφ is the Jacobian of the isoparametric transformation φ.
Everything seems to be perfect except that now this reference element is cut by
”reference interface”. That means we can not get gauss points in I directly. So I
used a ”SuperReferenceElement” I ′ so that we can get gauss points in I ′, so that
we can get what we want in I, or we can say, in Ωi.
Just like what we have done with Ωi and I, similarly, we can use another function
Φ,such that (ξg, ηg) = Φ(sg, tg).∫
T
N(ξ, η) dξdη =
∫
T ′′








where (ξ,η) and ωˆg are points and weights of Gauss quadrature in reference element;
(s,t) and ωg are those of SuperReferenceElement.
ωˆg = ωg|JΦ(sg, tg)|.
|JΦ(sg, tg)| is Jφ is the Jacobian of the isoparametric transformation Φ.
And we evaluate N at those stared points in figure 14.
Then we can connect the 3 subtriangles in I with SuperReferenceElement I ′ using
the same method.
In a cut element, we are only interested in Ωi
⋂
Ω(in Figure 14, the lined part).
So when storing the results for integration points, I firstly store the points in lined
parts and the number of these points, then the points we are not interested.
After all these preparation, it can be really easy when it comes to integration in a
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cut element, just like what we have done in FEM method, but ignore the points we
are not interested. Numerically:∫
Ωil
n(x, y) dxdy =
∫
Ω′l








nOfInte is the number of points that are in Ωi
⋂
Ω (in Figure 14, the number of
points in lined part).
Ωil = Ωi
⋂
Ω;Il is the lined part in I.
Remark that there is also a case that is a little bit different, which is:
Fig. 15. A special cut reference
In this case, numerically we still get 3 subtriangles, with one degenerated triangle
with 0 area.
Consequently, we can use this X-FEM method for all cut elements and FEM method
for elements that are not cut by interface Γ.
3. Implementation
When it comes to implementation, the main difference between FEM and X-FEM
is:
1.How it computes cut elements.
For elements that Ωi
⋂
Ω = Ωi, the implementation is exactly the same as FEM.
For elements that are cut by interface Γ, we will implement with X-FEM, which is
different from FEM.
Like what we have talked in 2.3.2, we need to get the two points that are on the
intersectons of interface Γ and two edges of an element. Then usually (figure 16
(a)(b)) one element is divided into 3 subtriangles and two or one of them (the lined
triangles) that are in Ωi
⋂
Ω really matter. See figure 16.
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(a) a cut element Ωi with 2 subtriangles
in Ω
(b) a cut element with 1 subtriangle in
Ω
(c) a special cut element with 1 subtri-
angle in Ω
Fig. 16. Different types of cut elements
The cut element Ωi is connected with cut reference element I using isoparametric
transformation φ, which means the cut reference element will be separated into 3
(or 2 which corresponds to figure 16 (c))
Remark: For the case in figure 16 (c), 3 subtriangles will still be generated, with
one having 0 area.
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(a) reference element I corresponds to
figure 16 (a)
(b) reference element I corresponds to
figure 16 (b)
(c) reference element I corresponds to
figure 16 (c)
Fig. 17. Different types of reference elements
Then every subtriangle will be connected with a super reference element I ′ to get
coordinates and weights of gauss points in all subtriangles in reference element I.
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Fig. 18. Super reference element I ′
Numerically, when storing the results for subtriangles, we would firstly store the
coordinates and weights of gauss points that correspond to Ωi
⋂
Ω, or that’s to say,
correspond to level set function which is ϕ > 0. And the number of gauss point
which are in the area of Ωi
⋂
Ω, which will greatly simplify our computation later.
2. It eliminates degree of freedom.
As we can see from figure 1 (b), the whole square is discritized without adapting
to interface Γ. However, elements that is totally in void are useless for us. So
elimination of degrees of freedom (DOF) is implemented in computation.
Fig. 19. An illustration of elimination of DOF
Like figure 19, We will eliminate DOF by eliminating the nodes which all the ele-
ments they belong to are totally in void. In figure 19, the red nodes are the nodes
eliminated.
Eliminationg means we will get rid of results of these nodes from matrix K and F .
3.Plotting
To plot the final result of u, which is the integral result, we will treat elements




Ω = Ωi, plot will span in the whole Ωi. For element that is cut by
interface Γ, plot will only span in the part that correspond to Ωi
⋂
Ω. For element
that is in the void, we would simply plot nothing.
4. Numerical Result
In this section, we will see two examples of X-FEM. The first one is to test con-
vergence of implementation, and the second one is a problem without analytical
solution.
4.1 A convergence test for X-FEM
The following problem is considered to test the convergence
(5)

−∆u = f in Ω
∂u
∂n = 0 on Γ
u = g on ∂Ω \ Γ




where r = x2 + y2 and R = 0.3 being radius of the void.
Ω = [−1, 1]2 \B(o,R), Γ = ∂B(o,R)
Fig. 20. Poison Problem with a void in domain
According to X-FEM, the whole square [−1, 1]2 is discretized and the domain
Ω
⋂
[−1, 1]2 delimited by the void boundary Γ is given by a level set funciton
ϕ =
√
x2 + y2 −R, as is shown in figure 21 (b)
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(a) discretization in [−1, 1]2 with numerical ap-
proximation (linear) of ϕ
(b) discretization in [−1, 1]2 with level set func-
tion ϕ
Fig. 21. Discretization in [−1, 1]2
Computational results for (5)
Fig. 22. Numerical Solution for (5), with number of elements in
each direction = 8
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Fig. 23. Numerical Solution for (5), with number of elements in
each direction = 16
Fig. 24. Numerical Solution for (5), with number of elements in
each direction = 32
As we are using linear approximation for level set function, firstly, in figure 22, the
boundary of the void is like a polygon. And as we refined the mesh, in figure 23
and 24, the approximation is getting better, it’s more likely to be a circle.
X-FEM behaves as standard FEM with optimal convergence rate:
error = Ch2, C = constant
where h the element size. Here h = 2n .
So when we decrease h by 12 , estimate of error should decrease by
1
4 . And this
is verified by our experiment using Matlab.(See Appendix A)
number of elements:8 −→ 16 −→ 32
maximum error:0.0132 −→ 0.0028 −→ 0.0010
error at point [0.5,0.5]:0.0080 −→ 0.0020 −→ 5.6× 10−4
To make it more visible:
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Fig. 25. Error behavior of X-FEM
Evidently, the error behaves properly in X-FEM. The convergence ensured the X-
FEM for use. So now we can use it to solve a specific problem–a heat problem.
4.2 Solving Heat Problem with X-FEM
Now let’s consider a problem without known analytical solution We will use equa-
tion (5), but the source term f = 1, g = 0(Dirichlet boundary condition), and no
heat cross on Γ.
In this case, we have 5 voids, centering c1 = [0, 0],c2 = [0.5, 0.5],c3 = [0.5,−0.5],c4 =
[−0.5,−0.5],c5 = [−0.5, 0.5], with Γ = ∪Γi, i = 1, ..., 5 being boundaries, and
Γi = ∂B(ci, R), R = 0.3 in this case.
Fig. 26. Illustration of domain for the heat problem





Fig. 27. Numerical solution, with ei being the number of elements
in each direction
f = 1 > 0 means the heat source is in the interior. And since we set u = 0 on
∂Ω\Γ, we will get u > 0 in the interior. And the more interior it is, the bigger u is.
This is verified in our plots.
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(a) [−1, 1]2 with void
(b) [−1, 1]2 with no void
Fig. 28. how void affect heat in Domain
Figure 28 compares the solution with and without the voids. As we can see from
figure 28, the solutions u seems similar (if we only pay attention to area that are
common in two plots). But in the first plot, the maximum of u is, approximately,
0.23. In the second, the maximum of u is, approximately, 0.3. This means, the void
will slow down the increase of temperature. Or that’s to say, heat communicates
better in domain without void.
5. Conclusion
Methodology of X-FEM for voids was presented above. With X-FEM we can con-
sider a mesh covering the whole space, not necessarily adapted to the boundary,
that is the voids. Level set function, which is function of the boundary of voids, is
then introduced to define the voids boundary, then the set of elements is separated
in: elements inside the domain Ωi
⋂
Ω = Ωi, elements in the void Ωi
⋂
Ω = φ, or
elements cut by the interface Γ.
The main feature of X-FEM is how it treats the 3 different types of elements.
For elements inside the domain, we will use standard FEM; for elements in voids,
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we will get rid of them from computational matrix; and for elements that are cut
by the interface Γ, we will only integrate in the part that belong to Ωi
⋂
Ω.
To be in detail, thanks to level set function, we can separate a cut element into
subelements, and only integrate in one or two subelements that is in Ω. But we
have to be careful when dealing with a cut element. As we can see in Section 3,
there is a special case, in which case the interface Γ cuts an element into 2 subtri-
angles instead of 3. So when implement X-FEM, though we always separate one
cut element into 3 subelements, we will make one subelement having 0 area for that
special case. Gauss integration method is used in every subelement, which is used
in finite element method (FME). And we only plot in the actual domain Ω, leaving
the voids not plotted.
No enrichment is required in this work, and the numerical integration is the main
issue. X-FEM successfully keeps optimal convergence rates as we can see in Section
4.
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1 c l e a r a l l
2 c l c
3 c l o s e a l l
4 %r e f e r e n c e element
5 elementtype =1; nombreNodesElement=3; grau =1; %l i n e a r
t r i a n g l e s
6 [ pgauss , pesos ,N, Nxi , Neta ] = ElementoReferencia2D (
elementtype , grau ) ;
7 %mesh
8 n = input ( ’Number o f e lements in each d i r e c t i o n [ d e f a u l t : n
=2] = ’ ) ;
9 i f isempty (n) , n = 2 ; end
10 [X,T] = CreateMesh ( elementtype , nombreNodesElement
, [−1 ,1 ,−1 ,1 ] , n+1,n+1) ;
11 f i g u r e (1 ) , c l f
12 PlotMesh (T,X, elementtype , ’ k− ’ , 1 ) ;
13 % l e v e l s e t
14 x = X( : , 1 ) ; y = X( : , 2 ) ; R=0.3;
15 phi=s q r t ( x.ˆ2+y . ˆ 2 )−R;
16 t o l =1.e−10;
17 nodesCCD = f i n d ( abs ( x+1)<t o l | abs (x−1)<t o l | abs ( y+1)<t o l | abs (
y−1)<t o l ) ; %Numbers o f the nodes in the D i r i c h l e t
boundary
18 hold on , p l o t ( x (nodesCCD) , y (nodesCCD) , ’ bo ’ , ’ MarkerSize ’ ,16)
; hold o f f
19 uCCD = a n a l y t i c a l (X(nodesCCD , : ) ,R) ;
20 %c a l c u l a t i o n system
21 [K, f ]=computeSystemSonia (X,T, pgauss , pesos ,N, Nxi , Neta , phi ) ;
%pgauss : c oo rd ina t e s o f gauss po int ; pesos : weights o f
gauss po int .
22 %boundary c o n d i t i o n s
23 s i zeAfterAssembly=s i z e (K)
24 [ nodesVoid ] = GetnodesVoid (X,T, phi ) ;
25 notCCD= s e t d i f f ( 1 : s i z e (X, 1 ) , [ nodesCCD ’ , nodesVoid ] ) ;
26 f = f (notCCD)−K(notCCD , nodesCCD) ∗uCCD;
27 K=K(notCCD , notCCD) ;
28 s izeAfterApplyingBoundaryCondit ion=s i z e (K)
29 %r e s o l u t i o n system
30 s o l=K\ f ;
31 %Valors nodals
32 u = ze ro s ( s i z e (X, 1 ) ,1 ) ;
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33 u(notCCD) = s o l ; u (nodesCCD) = uCCD;
34 u( nodesVoid )=ze ro s ( s i z e ( nodesVoid , 1 ) , 1 ) ;
35 %Postproces s
36 f i g u r e (2 )
37 plotAtCutMeshNew (X,T, u , phi ) ; c o l o rba r
38 f i g u r e (3 )
39 u exact=a n a l y t i c a l (X,R) ;
40 plotAtCutMeshNew (X,T, u exact , phi ) ; c o l o rba r
41 %Maximum nodal e r r o r
42 e r r o r 1 = u exact−u ;
43 di sp ( ’maximum e r r o r ’ )
44 e r r o r=max( abs ( e r r o r 1 ( phi>−1.e−5) ) )
45
46 %Error at x =(0 . 5 , 0 . 5 )
47 node=f i n d ( abs (X( : , 1 ) −0.5)+abs (X( : , 2 ) −0.5)<1.e−5) ;
48 di sp ( ’ e r r o r at po int [ 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ] ’ )
49 er rornode=u( node )−u exact ( node )
Codes that help main program:
1.ElementoReferencia2D.m: It chooses the reference element we want and give the
gauss points, weights and shape functions in reference element.
1 f unc t i on [ z ,w,N, Nxi , Neta ] = ElementoReferencia2D (
tipoElemento , grado )
2 %
3 % [ pgauss , pesos ,N, Nxi , Neta ] = ElementoReferencia2D (
tipoElemento , grado )
4 % Informat ion ? N r e f e r e n c e element
5 % itemType : 0 q u a d r i l a t e r a l , 1 t r i a n g l e
6 % Grade : Grade 1 only implemented f o r
7
8 i f ( grado==1)
9 i f t ipoElemento == 0
10 [ z ,w] = Cuadratura (0 , 4 ) ;
11 [N, Nxi , Neta ] = FuncForm (0 ,4 , z ) ;
12 e l s e
13 [ z ,w] = Cuadratura (1 , 3 ) ;
14 [N, Nxi , Neta ] = FuncForm (1 ,3 , z ) ;
15
16 end
17 e l s e




22 f unc t i on [ z pg , w pg ] = Cuadratura ( elem , ngaus )
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23 %
24 % [ z pg , w pg ] = Cuadratura ( elem , ngaus )
25 % z pg , w pg : p o s i t i o n ? n and weights o f Gauss po in t s in
the
26 % Reference element
27 % elem : item type ( 0 : r ing , 1 t r i a n g l e )
28 % ngaus : n? number o f po in t s o f the element Gauss
29
30 i f elem == 0
31 i f ( ngaus == 4)
32 pos1 = 1/ s q r t (3 ) ;
33 z pg=[−pos1 −pos1
34 pos1 −pos1
35 pos1 pos1
36 −pos1 pos1 ] ;
37 w pg=[ 1 1 1 1 ] ;
38 e l s e i f ( ngaus == 9)
39 pos1 = s q r t (3/5) ;








48 pos1 pos1 ] ;
49 w1 = 5/9 ; w2 = 8/9 ; w3 = w1 ;
50 w pg = [ w1∗w1 w2∗w1 w3∗w1 w1∗w2 w2∗w2 w3∗w2 w1∗
w3 w2∗w3 w3∗w3 ] ;
51 e l s e
52 e r r o r ( ’ Quadrature not covered ’ )
53 end
54 e l s e i f elem == 1
55 i f ( ngaus == 3)
56 z pg = [ 0 . 5 0 ; 0 0 . 5 ; 0 . 5 0 . 5 ] ;
57 w pg = [ 1 1 1 ] / 6 ;
58 e l s e i f ( ngaus == 4)
59 % order = 3
60 z pg = [1/3 1/3
61 0 .6 0 .2
62 0 .2 0 .6
63 0 .2 0 . 2 ] ;
64 w pg = [ −27 .0/96 .0 , 2 5 . 0 / 96 . 0 , 2 5 . 0 / 9 6 . 0 ,
2 5 . 0 / 9 6 . 0 ] ;
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65
66 e l s e i f ( ngaus == 7)
67 a = 0.101286507323456338800987361915123;
68 b = 0.470142064105115089770441209513447;
69 P1 = 0.0629695902724135762978419727500906;
70 P2 = 0.0661970763942530903688246939165759;






77 1/3 1 / 3 ] ;
78 w pg = [ P1 , P1 , P1 , P2 , P2 , P2 , 0 . 1 1 2 5 ] ;
79 end
80 e l s e
81 e r r o r ( ’ Quadrature not covered ’ )
82 end
83 %
84 f unc t i on [N, Nxi , Neta ] = FuncForm( elem , nen , pts )
85 %
86 % [N, Nxi , Neta ] = FuncForm( elem , nen , pts )
87 % N, Nxi , Neta : a r rays that s t o r e va lue s ?? shape f u n c t i o n s
88 % And d e r i v a t i v e s ( in l o c a l c oo rd ina t e s o f the
r e f e r e n c e element )
89 % In pts po in t s ( each po int in a row )
90 % pts : p o s i t i o n ? n po in t s in the r e f e r e n c e element
91
92 x i = pts ( : , 1 ) ; e ta = pts ( : , 2 ) ;
93 i f elem == 0
94 i f nen == 4
95 N = [(1− x i ) .∗(1− eta ) /4 , (1+ x i ) .∗(1− eta ) /4 , (1+ x i
) .∗(1+ eta ) /4 , (1−x i ) .∗(1+ eta ) / 4 ] ;
96 Nxi = [ ( eta−1)/4 , (1− eta ) /4 , (1+ eta ) /4 , −(1+eta )
/ 4 ] ;
97 Neta = [ ( xi−1)/4 , −(1+x i ) /4 , (1+ x i ) /4 , (1−x i ) /4
] ;
98 e l s e
99 e r r o r ( ’ Item not implemented ’ )
100 end
101 e l s e i f elem == 1
102 i f nen == 3
103 N = [1−xi−eta , xi , e ta ] ;
104 Nxi = [−ones ( s i z e ( x i ) ) ones ( s i z e ( x i ) ) z e r o s (
s i z e ( x i ) ) ] ;
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105 Neta = [−ones ( s i z e ( x i ) ) z e r o s ( s i z e ( x i ) ) ones (
s i z e ( x i ) ) ] ;
106 e l s e
107 e r r o r ( ’ Item not implemented ’ )
108 end
109 e l s e
110 e r r o r ( ’ Item not implemented ’ )
111 end
2.CreateMesh.m: It creates mesh for our problem, giving coordinates matrix X and
connectivity matrix T .
1 f unc t i on [X,T] = CreateMesh ( elem , nen , dom, npx , npy )
2 %
3 % [X,T] = CreateMesh ( elem , nen , dom, npx , npy )
4 % Creates the topology o f an s t ruc tu r ed and uniform mesh
5 % over a r e c tangu l a r domain [ x1 , x2 ] x [ y1 , y2 ]
6 %
7 % Input :
8 % elem : 0 f o r quadr i l a t e ra , 1 f o r t r i a n g l e s
9 % dom = [ x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ] : v e r t i c e s ’ c oo rd ina t e s
10 % npx , npy : number o f nodes on each d i r e c t i o n
11 % Output :
12 % X: nodal coo rd ina t e s
13 % T: c o n n e c t i v i t i e s
14
15
16 x1 = dom(1) ; x2 = dom(2) ;
17 y1 = dom(3) ; y2 = dom(4) ;
18
19 % Al lo ca t e space f o r the nodal coo rd ina t e s matrix
20 X = ze ro s ( ( npx ) ∗( npy ) ,2 ) ;
21 xs = l i n s p a c e ( x1 , x2 , npx ) ’ ;
22 unos = ones (npx , 1 ) ;
23 % Nodes ’ c oo rd ina t e s
24 yys = l i n s p a c e ( y1 , y2 , npy ) ;
25 f o r i =1:npy
26 ys = yys ( i ) ∗unos ;
27 pos i = ( i −1)∗( npx ) +1: i ∗( npx ) ;
28 X( pos i , : ) =[xs , ys ] ;
29 end
30
31 % Number o f d i v i s i o n s in each d i r e c t i o n
32 mx = npx−1; my = npy−1;
33
34
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35 % C o n n e c t i v i t i e s
36 i f elem == 0 % Q u a d r i l a t e r a l s
37 i f nen == 4 % Q1
38 nx = mx; ny = my;
39 T = ze ro s ( nx∗ny , 4 ) ;
40 f o r i =1:ny
41 f o r j =1:nx
42 i e l em = ( i −1)∗nx+j ;
43 inode = ( i −1)∗( npx )+j ;




47 e l s e i f nen == 9 % Q2
48 nx = mx/2 ; ny = my/2 ;
49 i f abs ( round ( nx )−nx ) > 1e−5 | | abs ( round ( ny )−ny ) >
1e−5
50 e r r o r ( ’Number o f nodes in X or Y d i r e c t i o n i s
not odd ’ )
51 end
52
53 T = ze ro s ( nx∗ny , 9 ) ;
54 f o r i =1:ny
55 f o r j =1:nx
56 i e l em = ( i −1)∗nx + j ;
57 inode = ( i −1)∗2∗npx + 2∗( j−1) + 1 ;
58 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:2) inode+npx +(0:2)
inode+2∗npx +(0:2) ] ;
59 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 3 9 7 2 6 8
4 5 ] ) ;
60 end
61 end
62 e l s e i f nen == 16 % Q3
63 nx = mx/3 ; ny = my/3 ;
64 i f abs ( round ( nx )−nx ) > 1e−5 | | abs ( round ( ny )−ny ) >
1e−5
65 e r r o r ( ’Number o f nodes in X or Y d i r e c t i o n i s
not odd ’ )
66 end
67
68 T = ze ro s ( nx∗ny , 1 6 ) ;
69 f o r i =1:ny
70 f o r j =1:nx
71 i e l em = ( i −1)∗nx + j ;
72 inode = ( i −1)∗3∗npx + 3∗( j−1) + 1 ;
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73 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:3) inode+npx +(0:3)
. . .
74 inode+2∗npx +(0:3) inode+3∗npx +(0:3) ] ;
75 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 4 16 13 2 3
8 12 . . .
76 15 14 9 5 6 7 11 1 0 ] ) ;
77 end
78 end
79 e l s e i f nen == 25 % Q4
80 nx = mx/4 ; ny = my/4 ;
81 i f abs ( round ( nx )−nx ) > 1e−5 | | abs ( round ( ny )−ny ) >
1e−5
82 e r r o r ( ’Number o f nodes in X or Y d i r e c t i o n i s
not odd ’ )
83 end
84
85 T = ze ro s ( nx∗ny , 2 5 ) ;
86 f o r i =1:ny
87 f o r j =1:nx
88 i e l em = ( i −1)∗nx + j ;
89 inode = ( i −1)∗4∗npx + 4∗( j−1) + 1 ;
90 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:4) inode+npx +(0:4)
. . .
91 inode+2∗npx +(0:4) inode+3∗npx +(0:4)
inode+4∗npx +(0:4) ] ;
92 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 5 25 21 2 3
4 10 15 20 . . .
93 24 23 22 16 11 6 7 9 19 17 8
14 18 12 1 3 ] ) ;
94 end
95 end
96 e l s e
97 e r r o r ( ’ Unava i lab le q u a d r i l a t e r a ’ ) ;
98 end
99 e l s e i f elem == 1 % Tr iang l e s
100 i f nen == 3 % P1
101 nx = mx; ny = my;
102 T = ze ro s ( nx∗ny , 3 ) ;
103 f o r i =1:ny
104 f o r j =1:nx
105 i e l em = 2∗ ( ( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
106 inode = ( i −1)∗( npx )+j ;
107 nodes qua = [ inode , inode +1, inode+npx+1,
inode+npx ] ;
108 i f rem( i+j , 2 ) == 0
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109 T( ielem , : ) = nodes qua ( [ 1 , 2 , 3 ] ) ;
110 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes qua ( [ 1 , 3 , 4 ] ) ;
111 e l s e
112 T( ielem , : ) = nodes qua ( [ 1 , 2 , 4 ] ) ;




117 % Modi f i ca t i on o f l e f t lower and r i g h t upper corner
e lements to avoid them
118 % having a l l t h e i r nodes on the boundary
119 T( 1 , : ) = [ 1 npx+2 npx +1] ;
120 T( 2 , : ) = [ 1 2 npx +2] ;
121 aux = s i z e (T, 1 ) ;
122 T( aux , : ) = [ npx∗ny−1 npx∗npy npx∗npy−1] ;
123 T( aux−1 , : ) = [ npx∗ny−1 npx∗ny npx∗npy ] ;
124 e l s e i f nen == 4 % P1+ ( Note that ” bubble ”
coo rd ina t e s are not cons ide r ed )
125 nx = mx; ny = my;
126 T = ze ro s ( nx∗ny , 4 ) ;
127 f o r i =1:ny
128 f o r j =1:nx
129 i e l em = 2∗ ( ( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
130 inode = ( i −1)∗( npx )+j ;
131 n ad = npx∗npy + 2∗ ( ( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
132 nodes qua = [ inode , inode +1, inode+npx+1,
inode+npx ] ;
133 i f rem( i+j , 2 ) == 0
134 T( ielem , : ) = [ nodes qua ( [ 1 , 2 , 3 ] ) , n ad
] ;
135 T( ie l em +1 , :) = [ nodes qua ( [ 1 , 3 , 4 ] ) ,
n ad +1] ;
136 e l s e
137 T( ielem , : ) = [ nodes qua ( [ 1 , 2 , 4 ] ) , n ad
] ;
138 T( ie l em +1 , :) = [ nodes qua ( [ 2 , 3 , 4 ] ) ,




142 % Modi f i ca t i on o f l e f t lower and r i g h t upper corner
e lements to avoid them
143 % having a l l t h e i r nodes on the boundary
144 aux = s i z e (T, 1 ) ;
145 T( 1 , : ) = [ 1 npx+2 npx+1 npx∗npy +1] ;
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146 T( 2 , : ) = [ 1 2 npx+2 npx∗npy +2] ;
147 T( aux−1 , : ) = [ npx∗my−1 npx∗npy npx∗npy−1 npx
∗npy+2∗mx∗my−1] ;
148 T( aux , : ) = [ npx∗my−1 npx∗my npx∗npy npx∗
npy+2∗mx∗my ] ;
149 e l s e i f nen == 6 % P2
150 nx = mx/2 ; ny = my/2 ;
151 i f abs ( round ( nx )−nx ) > 1e−5 | | abs ( round ( ny )−ny ) >
1e−5
152 e r r o r ( ’Number o f nodes in X or Y d i r e c t i o n i s
not odd ’ )
153 end
154
155 T = ze ro s (2∗nx∗ny , 6 ) ;
156 f o r i =1:ny
157 f o r j =1:nx
158 i e l em =2∗(( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
159 inode=( i −1)∗2∗( npx ) +2∗( j−1)+1;
160 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:2) inode+npx +(0:2)
inode+2∗npx +(0:2) ] ;
161 i f rem( i+j , 2 ) == 0
162 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 3 7 2 5
4 ] ) ;
163 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes aux ( [ 3 9 7 6 8
5 ] ) ;
164 e l s e
165 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 3 9 2 6
5 ] ) ;
166 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes aux ( [ 1 9 7 5 8




170 % Modi f i ca t i on o f l e f t lower and r i g h t upper corner
e lements to avoid them
171 % having a l l t h e i r nodes on the boundary
172 inode = 1 ;
173 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:2) inode+npx +(0:2) inode+2∗
npx +(0:2) ] ;
174 T( 1 , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 9 7 5 8 4 ] ) ;
175 T( 2 , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 3 9 2 6 5 ] ) ;
176
177 i e l em = s i z e (T, 1 ) −1;
178 inode = npx∗(npy−2)−2;
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179 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:2) inode+npx +(0:2) inode+2∗
npx +(0:2) ] ;
180 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 9 7 5 8 4 ] ) ;
181 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes aux ( [ 1 3 9 2 6 5 ] ) ;
182 e l s e i f nen == 7
183 nx = mx/2 ; ny = my/2 ;
184 i f abs ( round ( nx )−nx ) > 1e−5 | | abs ( round ( ny )−ny ) >
1e−5
185 e r r o r ( ’Number o f nodes in X or Y d i r e c t i o n i s
not odd ’ )
186 end
187
188 T = ze ro s (2∗nx∗ny , 7 ) ;
189 f o r i =1:ny
190 f o r j =1:nx
191 i e l em =2∗(( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
192 inode=( i −1)∗2∗( npx ) +2∗( j−1)+1;
193 n ad = npx∗npy + 2∗ ( ( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
194 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:2) inode+npx +(0:2)
inode+2∗npx +(0:2) ] ;
195 i f rem( i+j , 2 ) == 0
196 T( ielem , : ) = [ nodes aux ( [ 1 3 7 2 5 4 ] )
n ad ] ;
197 T( ie l em +1 , :) = [ nodes aux ( [ 3 9 7 6 8
5 ] ) n ad +1] ;
198 e l s e
199 T( ielem , : ) = [ nodes aux ( [ 1 3 9 2 6
5 ] ) , n ad ] ;
200 T( ie l em +1 , :) = [ nodes aux ( [ 1 9 7 5




204 % Modi f i ca t i on o f l e f t lower and r i g h t upper corner
e lements to avoid them
205 % having a l l t h e i r nodes on the boundary
206 inode = 1 ;
207 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:2) inode+npx +(0:2) inode+2∗
npx +(0:2) ] ;
208 T( 1 , : ) = [ nodes aux ( [ 1 9 7 5 8 4 ] ) , npx∗npy
+1] ;
209 T( 2 , : ) = [ nodes aux ( [ 1 3 9 2 6 5 ] ) , npx∗npy
+2] ;
210
211 i e l em = s i z e (T, 1 ) −1;
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212 inode = npx∗(npy−2)−2;
213 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:2) inode+npx +(0:2) inode+2∗
npx +(0:2) ] ;
214 T( ielem , : ) = [ nodes aux ( [ 1 9 7 5 8 4 ] ) , npx∗
npy+ie lem ] ;
215 T( ie l em +1 , :) = [ nodes aux ( [ 1 3 9 2 6 5 ] ) , npx∗
npy+ie lem +1] ;
216 e l s e i f nen == 10
217 nx = mx/3 ; ny = my/3 ;
218 i f abs ( round ( nx )−nx ) > 1e−5 | | abs ( round ( ny )−ny ) >
1e−5
219 e r r o r ( ’Number o f nodes in X or Y d i r e c t i o n i s
not odd ’ )
220 end
221
222 T = ze ro s (2∗nx∗ny , 1 0 ) ;
223 f o r i =1:ny
224 f o r j =1:nx
225 i e l em = 2∗ ( ( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
226 inode = ( i −1)∗3∗npx + 3∗( j−1) + 1 ;
227 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:3) inode+npx +(0:3)
. . .
228 inode+2∗npx +(0:3) inode+3∗npx +(0:3) ] ;
229 i f rem( i+j , 2 ) == 0
230 T( ielem , : )=nodes aux ( [ 1 4 13 2 3 7
10 9 5 6 ] ) ;
231 T( ie l em +1 , :)=nodes aux ( [ 4 16 13 8
12 15 14 10 7 1 1 ] ) ;
232 e l s e
233 T( ielem , : )=nodes aux ( [ 1 4 16 2 3 8
12 11 6 7 ] ) ;
234 T( ie l em +1 , :)=nodes aux ( [ 1 16 13 6




238 % Modi f i ca t i on o f l e f t lower and r i g h t upper corner
e lements to avoid them
239 % having a l l t h e i r nodes on the boundary
240 inode = 1 ;
241 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:3) inode+npx +(0:3) . . .
242 inode+2∗npx +(0:3) inode+3∗npx +(0:3) ] ;
243 T( 1 , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 16 13 6 11 15 14 9 5
1 0 ] ) ;
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244 T( 2 , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 4 16 2 3 8 12 11 6
7 ] ) ;
245
246 inode = npx∗(npy−3)−3;
247 i e l em = 2∗nx∗ny−1;
248 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:3) inode+npx +(0:3) . . .
249 inode+2∗npx +(0:3) inode+3∗npx +(0:3) ] ;
250 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 16 13 6 11 15 14 9
5 1 0 ] ) ;
251 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes aux ( [ 1 4 16 2 3 8 12 11
6 7 ] ) ;
252 e l s e i f nen == 15
253 nx = mx/4 ; ny = my/4 ;
254 i f abs ( round ( nx )−nx ) > 1e−5 | | abs ( round ( ny )−ny ) >
1e−5
255 e r r o r ( ’Number o f nodes in X or Y d i r e c t i o n i s
not odd ’ )
256 end
257
258 T = ze ro s (2∗nx∗ny , 1 5 ) ;
259 f o r i =1:ny
260 f o r j =1:nx
261 i e l em = 2∗ ( ( i −1)∗nx+j )−1;
262 inode = ( i −1)∗4∗npx + 4∗( j−1) + 1 ;
263 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:4) inode+npx +(0:4)
. . .
264 inode+2∗npx +(0:4) inode+3∗npx +(0:4)
inode+4∗npx +(0:4) ] ;
265 i f rem( i+j , 2 ) == 0
266 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 5 21 2 3
4 9 13 . . .
267 17 16 11 6 7 8 1 2 ] ) ;
268 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes aux ( [ 5 25 21 10
15 20 24 23 . . .
269 22 17 13 9 14 19 1 8 ] ) ;
270 e l s e
271 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 5 25 2 3
4 10 15 20 . . .
272 19 13 7 8 9 1 4 ] ) ;
273 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes aux ( [ 1 25 21 7
13 19 . . .
274 24 23 22 16 11 6 12 18





278 % Modi f i ca t i on o f l e f t lower and r i g h t upper corner
e lements to avoid them
279 % having a l l t h e i r nodes on the boundary
280 inode = 1 ;
281 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:4) inode+npx +(0:4) . . .
282 inode+2∗npx +(0:4) inode+3∗npx +(0:4) inode+4∗
npx +(0:4) ] ;
283 T( 1 , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 25 21 7 13 19 24 23
22 16 11 6 12 18 1 7 ] ) ;
284 T( 2 , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 5 25 2 3 4 10 15 20
19 13 7 8 9 1 4 ] ) ;
285
286 inode = npx∗(npy−4)−4;
287 i e l em = 2∗nx∗ny−1;
288 nodes aux = [ inode +(0:4) inode+npx +(0:4) . . .
289 inode+2∗npx +(0:4) inode+3∗npx +(0:4) inode+4∗
npx +(0:4) ] ;
290 T( ielem , : ) = nodes aux ( [ 1 25 21 7 13 19 24
23 22 16 11 6 12 18 1 7 ] ) ;
291 T( ie l em +1 , :) = nodes aux ( [ 1 5 25 2 3 4 10 15
20 19 13 7 8 9 1 4 ] ) ;
292 e l s e
293 e r r o r ( ’ Unava i lab le t r i a n g l e ’ )
294 end
295 end
3.computeSystem.m: To compute the nodal values of fandK on each node.
1 f unc t i on [K, f ]=computeSystem (X,T, pgauss , pesos ,N, Nxi , Neta ,
phi )
2
3 nnodos = s i z e (X, 1 ) ;
4 nelem = s i z e (T, 1 ) ;
5
6 K=ze ro s ( nnodos , nnodos ) ;
7 M=zero s ( nnodos , nnodos ) ;
8 f=ze ro s ( nnodos , 1 ) ;
9
10 s1 =0; sx =0; sy =0;
11
12 %Loop elements
13 f o r i =1:nelem
14 Te=T( i , : ) ; %notes the index o f the item
15 Xe=X(Te , : ) ; %coo rd ina t e s o f the element nodes
16 phie=phi (Te) ;
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17 % i f cut element
18 i f ( any ( phie>0) & any ( phie<0) )
19 [www,XX, Nc , Nxic , Netac , cond i t ion , nOfIntPoints , coord ]=
CutReferenceElement ( phie ) ;
20 pesosc=www( 1 : nOfIntPoints ) ;% weight
21 pgaussc=XX( 1 : nOfIntPoints , : ) ;% coo rd ina t e s o f gauss
po in t s
22 Nc=Nc ( 1 : nOfIntPoints , : ) ;
23 Ncxi=Nxic ( 1 : nOfIntPoints , : ) ;
24 Nceta=Netac ( 1 : nOfIntPoints , : ) ;
25 [ s1e , sxe , sye ,Me]= c a l c u l e l e m e n t a l m a s s (Xe , pgaussc ,
pesosc , Nc , Ncxi , Nceta ) ;
26 [ Ke , f e ]= c a l c u l e l e m e n t a l (Xe , pgaussc , pesosc , Nc , Ncxi ,
Nceta ) ;
27 e l s e i f ( a l l ( phie>=0))
28 [ s1e , sxe , sye ,Me]= c a l c u l e l e m e n t a l m a s s (Xe , pgauss ,
pesos ,N, Nxi , Neta ) ;
29 [ Ke , f e ]= c a l c u l e l e m e n t a l (Xe , pgauss , pesos ,N, Nxi , Neta
) ;
30 end
31 i f ( any ( phie>0) )
32 K(Te , Te)=K(Te , Te)+Ke ; %assembly
33 M(Te , Te)=M(Te , Te)+Me;
34 f (Te) = f (Te) + f e ;
35 s1 = s1 + s1e ;
36 sx = sx + sxe ;





42 %Calcu la te the matrix and vec to r e lementary
43 f unc t i on [ Ke , f e ]= c a l c u l e l e m e n t a l (Xe , pgauss , pesos ,N, Nxi ,
Neta )
44
45 nnodes = s i z e (Xe , 1 ) ;
46 Ke=ze ro s ( nnodes ) ;
47 f e=ze ro s ( nnodes , 1 ) ;
48 xe = Xe ( : , 1 ) ; ye = Xe ( : , 2 ) ;
49 %Loop i n t e g r a t i o n po in t s ?
50 f o r k=1: l ength ( pesos )
51 Nk=N(k , : ) ;
52 Nkxi=Nxi (k , : ) ;
53 Nketa=Neta (k , : ) ;
54 xk = Nk∗Xe ;
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55 %Jacobia
56 J = [ Nkxi∗xe Nkxi∗ye ; Nketa∗xe Nketa∗ye ] ;
57 %De r iv a t i v e s o f shape f u n c t i o n s with r e s p e c t to (x , y )
58 r e s = J \ [ Nkxi ; Nketa ] ;
59 Nkx = r e s ( 1 , : ) ; Nky = r e s ( 2 , : ) ;
60 %d i f f e r e n t i a l volume
61 dxy=pesos ( k ) ∗det ( J ) ;
62 Ke = Ke + (Nkx ’∗Nkx + Nky ’∗Nky) ∗dxy ;





68 %Calcu la te the mass matrix
69 f unc t i on [ s1e , sxe , sye ,Me]= c a l c u l e l e m e n t a l m a s s (Xe , pgauss ,
pesos ,N, Nxi , Neta )
70
71 nnodes = s i z e (Xe , 1 ) ;
72 Me=ze ro s ( nnodes ) ;
73 s1e =0; sxe =0; sye =0;
74 xe = Xe ( : , 1 ) ; ye = Xe ( : , 2 ) ;
75 %Loop i n t e g r a t i o n po in t s ?
76 f o r k=1: l ength ( pesos )
77 Nk=N(k , : ) ;
78 Nkxi=Nxi (k , : ) ;
79 Nketa=Neta (k , : ) ;
80 xk = Nk∗Xe ;
81 %Jacobia
82 J = [ Nkxi∗xe Nkxi∗ye ; Nketa∗xe Nketa∗ye ] ;
83 %De r iv a t i v e s o f shape f u n c t i o n s with r e s p e c t to (x , y )
84 r e s = J \ [ Nkxi ; Nketa ] ;
85 Nkx = r e s ( 1 , : ) ; Nky = r e s ( 2 , : ) ;
86 %d i f f e r e n t i a l volume
87 dxy=pesos ( k ) ∗det ( J ) ;
88 Me = Me + (Nk’∗Nk) ∗dxy ;
89 s1e = s1e + dxy ;
90 sxe = sxe + ( xk (1) ˆ2) ∗dxy ;
91 sye = sye + ( xk (2) ˆ2) ∗dxy ;
92 end
4.GetnodesVoid.m: To get the nodes that all the triangles they belong to are in
void.
1 f unc t i on [ nodesVoid ] = GetnodesVoid (X,T, phi )
2 % x i s the nodal coo rd ina t e s
3 % T i s c o n n e c t i v i t y matrix
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4 % phi i s the l e v e l s e t element
5 nodesDomain = [ ] ;
6 m=s i z e (T, 1 ) ;
7 % m i s the number o f e lements
8 t o l =1.e−10;
9 f o r counter =1:m
10 Te=T( counter , : ) ;
11 phie=phi (Te) ;
12 i f ( any ( phie>0) )
13 nodesDomain=union ( nodesDomain , Te) ;
14 end
15 end
16 nodesVoid = s e t d i f f ( [ 1 : s i z e (X, 1 ) ] , nodesDomain ) ;
17 end
5.plotAtCutMeshNew.m: It plots u in domain Ω
1 f unc t i on plotAtCutMeshNew (X,T, u , phi )
2 nnodes=s i z e (X, 1 ) ; % number o f nodes




7 f o r e = 1 : nelements
8 Te = T( e , : ) ;
9 Xe = X(Te , : ) ;
10 phie = phi (Te) ;
11 i f ( a l l ( phie>0) ) %a l l nodes in the domain
12 ue = u(Te) ;
13 patch (Xe ( : , 1 ) ,Xe ( : , 2 ) , ue ) ;
14 e l s e i f ( any ( phie>0) ) %cut element
15 [ cond , coord , nOfIntPoints ]=Choosecond1 ( phie ) ;
16 i f ( cond==1 | cond==2 | cond==3) %the domain area i s
one t r i a n g l e
17 x i = coord ( : , 1 ) ; eta = coord ( : , 2 ) ;
18 N = [1−xi−eta , xi , e ta ] ;
19 Xcut = [ Xe( cond , : ) ;N∗Xe ] ;
20 ue = u(Te) ;
21 ucut = [ ue ( cond ) ;N∗ue ] ;
22 patch ( Xcut ( : , 1 ) , Xcut ( : , 2 ) , ucut )
23 e l s e %the domain area i s a q u a d r i l a t e r a l
24 coord=coord ( [ 2 , 1 ] , : ) ;
25 switch ( cond )
26 case 4 , aux = [ 2 , 3 ] ;
27 case 5 , aux = [ 3 , 1 ] ;
28 case 6 , aux = [ 1 , 2 ] ;
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29 end
30 ue = u(Te) ;
31 x i = coord ( : , 1 ) ; eta = coord ( : , 2 ) ;
32 N = [1−xi−eta , xi , e ta ] ;
33 Xcut = [ Xe( aux , : ) ;N∗Xe ] ;
34 ucut = [ ue ( aux ) ;N∗ue ] ;




39 hold o f f
6.analytical.m: It gives the analytical value of u
1 f unc t i on u=a n a l y t i c a l (X,R)
2
3 x=X( : , 1 ) ;
4 y=X( : , 2 ) ;
5 r=s q r t ( x.ˆ2+y . ˆ 2 ) ;
6 u=exp(−( r−R) . ˆ 2 ) ;
7.CutReferenceElement.m: It gives weights, shape functions and coordinates of
nodes in cut reference element that corresponding to ϕ > 0.
1 f unc t i on [www,XX,N, Nxi , Neta , cond i t ion , nOfIntPoints , coord ]=
CutReferenceElement ( FI )
2 %
3 % www: weight in o f gauss po in t s in p h y s i c a l element
4 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [www1 www2 www3;www4 www5
www6;www7 www8 www9]
5 % XX: coo rd i an t e s o f the gauss po in t s in p h y s i c a l element
6 % N: ar rays that s t o r e va lue s o f shape f u n c t i o n s o f gauss
po in t s in
7 % p h y s i c a l element
8 %cond : I s epe ra t e cut r e f e r e n c e element in to 6 d i f f e r e n t
cond i t i ons ,
9 % marking from 1 to 6 .
10 % coord : c oo rd ina t e s o f the 2 po in t s on the ” cut ”
11 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ x1 y1 ; x2 y2 ]
12 % FI : nodal va lue s o f l e v e l s e t
13 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ f i 1 f i 2 f i 3 ]
14 % a f t e r t h i s we got the two po in t s on the ” cut ”
15 % I sepe ra t e i t i n to 6 cond i t i ons , and with the f i r s t part
being p o s i t i v e
16 % part .
17 [ cond i t ion , coord , nOfIntPoints ]=Choosecond1 ( FI ) ;
18 i f ( c ond i t i on==1)
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19 [ww1, N1 , Nxi1 , Neta1 , X1]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord ; 0
0 ] ) ;
20 [ww2, N2 , Nxi2 , Neta2 , X2]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord ( 2 , : )
; coord ( 1 , : ) ; 1 0 ] ) ;
21 [ww3, N3 , Nxi3 , Neta3 , X3]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord ( 2 , : )
; 1 0 ; 0 1 ] ) ;
22 www=[ww1 ww2 ww3 ] ;
23 XX=[X1 ; X2 ; X3 ] ;
24 N=[N1 ; N2 ; N3 ] ;
25 Nxi=[Nxi1 ; Nxi2 ; Nxi3 ] ;
26 Neta=[Neta1 ; Neta2 ; Neta3 ] ;
27 e l s e i f ( cond i t i on==2)
28 [ww1, N1 , Nxi1 , Neta1 , X1]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
; 1 0 ] ) ;
29 [ww2, N2 , Nxi2 , Neta2 , X2]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; coord ( 1 , : ) ; 0 1 ] ) ;
30 [ww3, N3 , Nxi3 , Neta3 , X3]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; 0 1 ; 0 0 ] ) ;
31 www=[ww1 ww2 ww3 ] ;
32 XX=[X1 ; X2 ; X3 ] ;
33 N=[N1 ; N2 ; N3 ] ;
34 Nxi=[Nxi1 ; Nxi2 ; Nxi3 ] ;
35 Neta=[Neta1 ; Neta2 ; Neta3 ] ;
36 e l s e i f ( cond i t i on==3)
37 [ww1, N1 , Nxi1 , Neta1 , X1]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
; 0 1 ] ) ;
38 [ww2, N2 , Nxi2 , Neta2 , X2]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; coord ( 1 , : ) ; 0 0 ] ) ;
39 [ww3, N3 , Nxi3 , Neta3 , X3]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; 0 0 ; 1 0 ] ) ;
40 www=[ww1 ww2 ww3 ] ;
41 XX=[X1 ; X2 ; X3 ] ;
42 N=[N1 ; N2 ; N3 ] ;
43 Nxi=[Nxi1 ; Nxi2 ; Nxi3 ] ;
44 Neta=[Neta1 ; Neta2 ; Neta3 ] ;
45 e l s e i f ( cond i t i on==4)
46 [ww1, N1 , Nxi1 , Neta1 , X1]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; coord ( 1 , : ) ; 1 0 ] ) ;
47 [ww2, N2 , Nxi2 , Neta2 , X2]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; 1 0 ; 0 1 ] ) ;
48 [ww3, N3 , Nxi3 , Neta3 , X3]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
; 0 0 ] ) ;
49 www=[ww1 ww2 ww3 ] ;
50 XX=[X1 ; X2 ; X3 ] ;
51 N=[N1 ; N2 ; N3 ] ;
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52 Nxi=[Nxi1 ; Nxi2 ; Nxi3 ] ;
53 Neta=[Neta1 ; Neta2 ; Neta3 ] ;
54 e l s e i f ( cond i t i on==5)
55 [ww1, N1 , Nxi1 , Neta1 , X1]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; coord ( 1 , : ) ; 0 1 ] ) ;
56 [ww2, N2 , Nxi2 , Neta2 , X2]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; 0 1 ; 0 0 ] ) ;
57 [ww3, N3 , Nxi3 , Neta3 , X3]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
; 1 0 ] ) ;
58 www=[ww1 ww2 ww3 ] ;
59 XX=[X1 ; X2 ; X3 ] ;
60 N=[N1 ; N2 ; N3 ] ;
61 Nxi=[Nxi1 ; Nxi2 ; Nxi3 ] ;
62 Neta=[Neta1 ; Neta2 ; Neta3 ] ;
63 e l s e
64 [ww1, N1 , Nxi1 , Neta1 , X1]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; coord ( 1 , : ) ; 0 0 ] ) ;
65 [ww2, N2 , Nxi2 , Neta2 , X2]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
( 2 , : ) ; 0 0 ; 1 0 ] ) ;
66 [ww3, N3 , Nxi3 , Neta3 , X3]= TriangleQuadrature ( [ coord
; 0 1 ] ) ;
67 www=[ww1 ww2 ww3 ] ;
68 XX=[X1 ; X2 ; X3 ] ;
69 N=[N1 ; N2 ; N3 ] ;
70 Nxi=[Nxi1 ; Nxi2 ; Nxi3 ] ;
71 Neta=[Neta1 ; Neta2 ; Neta3 ] ;
72 end
73 end
8.Choosecond1.m: I separate cut elements into 6 cases. ”Choosecond1.m” gives
which case a cut element is and coordinates of points that are on the ”cut”.
1 f unc t i on [ cond i t ion , coord , nOfIntPoints ]=Choosecond1 ( FI )
2
3 % cond : I s epe ra t e cut r e f e r e n c e element in to 6 d i f f e r e n t
cond i t i ons ,
4 % marking from 1 to 6 .
5 % coord : c oo rd ina t e s o f the 2 po in t s on the ” cut ”
6 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ x1 y1 ; x2 y2 ]
7 %nOfIntPoints : number o f i n t e r g a t i o n po in t s in p o s i t i v e
part
8 % FI : nodal va lue s o f l e v e l s e t
9 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ f i 1 f i 2 f i 3 ]
10
11 f i 1=FI (1 ) ;
12 f i 2=FI (2 ) ;
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13 f i 3=FI (3 ) ;
14 i f ( f i 1>=0 & f i 2<=0 & f i 3 <=0)
15 cond i t i on =1;
16 a=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 3 ) ;
17 z1 =[0 a ] ;
18 b=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 2 ) ;
19 z2=[b 0 ] ;
20 coord =[z2 ; z1 ] ;
21 nOfIntPoints =3;
22 e l s e i f ( f i 1<=0 & f i 2>=0 & f i 3 <=0)
23 cond i t i on =2;
24 a=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 2 ) ;
25 z1=[a 0 ] ;
26 b=f i 3 /( f i 3−f i 2 ) ;
27 c=f i 2 /( f i 2−f i 3 ) ;
28 zz2 =[b c ] ;
29 coord =[ zz2 ; z1 ] ;
30 nOfIntPoints =3;
31 e l s e i f ( f i 1<=0 & f i 2<=0 & f i 3 >=0)
32 cond i t i on =3;
33 a=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 3 ) ;
34 z1 =[0 a ] ;
35 b=f i 3 /( f i 3−f i 2 ) ;
36 c=f i 2 /( f i 2−f i 3 ) ;
37 zz2 =[b c ] ;
38 coord =[z1 ; zz2 ] ;
39 nOfIntPoints =3;
40 e l s e i f ( f i 1<=0 & f i 2>=0 & f i 3 >=0)
41 cond i t i on =4;
42 a=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 3 ) ;
43 z1 =[0 a ] ;
44 b=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 2 ) ;
45 z2=[b 0 ] ;
46 coord =[z2 ; z1 ] ;
47 nOfIntPoints =6;
48 e l s e i f ( f i 1>=0 & f i 2<=0 & f i 3 >=0)
49 cond i t i on =5;
50 a=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 2 ) ;
51 z1=[a 0 ] ;
52 b=f i 3 /( f i 3−f i 2 ) ;
53 c=f i 2 /( f i 2−f i 3 ) ;
54 zz2 =[b c ] ;
55 coord =[ zz2 ; z1 ] ;
56 nOfIntPoints =6;
57 e l s e i f ( f i 1>=0 & f i 2>=0 & f i 3 <=0)
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58 cond i t i on =6;
59 a=f i 1 /( f i 1−f i 3 ) ;
60 z1 =[0 a ] ;
61 b=f i 3 /( f i 3−f i 2 ) ;
62 c=f i 2 /( f i 2−f i 3 ) ;
63 zz2 =[b c ] ;
64 coord =[z1 ; zz2 ] ;
65 nOfIntPoints =6;
66 e l s e
67 e r r o r ( ’ e r r o r in choos ing cond i t i on ’ )
68 end
69 end
9.TriangleQuadrature.m: It gives weights, shape functions and coordinates in cut
reference element.
1 f unc t i on [ww,N, Nxi , Neta ,X]= TriangleQuadrature (phyP)
2
3 % In t h i s code , we only con s id e r t r i a n g l e element
4 % ww: weights o f gauss po int in p h y s i c a l element
5 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ww1,ww2,ww3]
6 % z : coo rd ina t e s o f gauss po int in r e f e r e n c e e l e l ement
7 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ x1 y1 ; x2 y2 ; x3 , y3 ]
8 % X: the gauss po in t s in p h y s i c a l element
9 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ x1 y1 ; x2 y2 ; x3 y3 ]
10 % N, Nxi , Neta : a r rays that s t o r e va lue s o f shape f u n c t i o n s
11 % And d e r i v a t i v e s ( in l o c a l c oo rd ina t e s o f the
r e f e r e n c e element )
12 % In pts po in t s ( each po int in a row )
13 % phyP : coo rd i an t e s o f po in t s in p h y s i c a l element
14 % I t should be wr i t t en l i k e [m1 n1 ;m2 n2 ;m3 n3 ]
15
16 [ z ,w] = Quadratura (1 , 3 ) ;
17
18 [X]= t r a n s f e r ( z , phyP) ;
19 [ww]=Phyweight (w, phyP) ;








28 f unc t i on [X]= t r a n s f e r ( z , phyP)
29
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30 x=z ( : , 1 ) ∗phyP (2 , 1 )+z ( : , 2 ) ∗phyP (3 , 1 ) +(ones (3 , 1 )−z ( : , 1 )−z
( : , 2 ) ) ∗phyP (1 , 1 ) ;
31 y=z ( : , 1 ) ∗phyP (2 , 2 )+z ( : , 2 ) ∗phyP (3 , 2 ) +(ones (3 , 1 )−z ( : , 1 )−z
( : , 2 ) ) ∗phyP (1 , 2 ) ;




36 f unc t i on [ww]=Phyweight (w, phyP)
37
38 % ww: the weight o f gauss po in t s in p h y s i c a l element
39 % w: the weight o f gauss po in t s in r e f e r e n c e element
40 % phyP : They are the po in t s that a l r eady e x i s t in p h y s i c a l
41 % element
42 % And i t should be wr i t t en l i k e [ a1 b1 ; a2 b2 ; a3 b3 ]
43




47 % get Jacobi
48 J=[p (2 , 1 )−p (1 , 1 ) p (3 , 1 )−p (1 , 1 ) ; p (2 , 2 )−p (1 , 2 ) p (3 , 2 )−p (1 , 2 )
] ;
49






The main difference in implementation between this case and the former one is
that:
1. source term in this case is f = 1
1 f unc t i on f=source ( )
2 f =1;
2. The level set function. In the former one, we have only one level set function,
which is phi =
√
(x2 + y2) − R. Now we have 5 level set function. So I use a
m-function to get the five level set function:
1 r =0.3 ; %rad iu s
2 c = [ 0 0 ; 0 . 5 0 . 5 ; −0.5 0 . 5 ; −0.5 −0.5; 0 . 5 −0 .5 ] ; %c e n t e r s
3 nc = s i z e ( c , 1 ) ;
4 phi = s q r t ( ( x−c (1 , 1 ) ) .ˆ2+(y−c (1 , 2 ) ) . ˆ 2 )−r (1 ) ;
5 f o r k=2:nc
6 phi = min ( phi , s q r t ( ( x−c (k , 1 ) ) .ˆ2+(y−c (k , 2 ) ) . ˆ 2 )−r (1 ) ) ;
7 end
